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1: Ice: Devilâ€™s Nightmare MC
ICE is the fifth book in the bestselling Devil's Nightmare MC series by Lena Bourne. It is a standalone story with a
guaranteed HEA ending, no cliffhanger, and no cheating!

Ice captured my attention early on and kept me riveted to the pages. My heart ached for both of them so much
while reading at the same time I was cheering for them to both get the happiness they more than deserved. The
endless pain and torment he went through contin Rough, gritty, and emotional. A hard man to love with the
coldness he uses like a weapon surrounding him there were still glimpses of the man he was meant to be when
he was with Barbie. She was not your typical good girl ashamed of her life. She knew who she was, she
owned her past and she proudly carried on believing in love no matter what. Both of these people so damaged
by life have an emotional and powerful love story that will keep you hooked to the very end. Lena Bourne is
the bomb. Her writing is hot and sassy, wild and dangerous, sweet and heartfelt with a touch of suspense into
it. But let me just say one thing. Despite all books are standalones you should read all books in order to
understand this series better. This series has been one of my favorite for so long and knowing that this book
was arriving made my head spin. This new book focus on the lifes of Ice and Barbie. Ice saw his life changed
forever the day his dad was murdered and he lost his sister to. He was made a prisoner at the mercy of a very
bad man. Barbie has been living a life of abuse and pain. She just wants to have someone that can cherish her
and treat her like every in love couple do. But how can she? Can life smile at her? For those who have
followed this series has imagine Ice to be like this. I always wondered what would happen to him, how he
would struggle with his dark side and the way this author created this story answered all my questions. Ice was
just like I hope he would be but there were parts of the story that I wanted to slap him The plot is superb, very
well written, super engaging and intense. The hot scenes are to die for Grab this series and give your heart to
them. What can I say This series just blew my mind away and I want more. Mire from these guys. I
voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book. Just when I thought that the stories could not get
better Lena brought her A game. Ice has suffered more loss and heart break than any human should ever go
through. But he feels dead inside so he heads out alone since all his brothers and sisters from his M. His sister
and her old man the President of the Devils Nightmare M. After y This is another great Devils Nightmare M.
At least his sister is happy and her and her old man are expecting a baby soon. He travels to his old home town
and visits his pops grave. He sees her checking him out from under her lashes. Until the old biker walks in and
she smiles at him but as she tries to put her arms around him one of his road dogs says wait til she finds out.
Ice may be dead inside but nothing makes his blood boil more than a man that hits a woman. Will Barbie be
what he needs to start to live again? Will they be able to heal each other. There are so many unexpected twists
and turns to this story it will keep you reading until the very last page. I was not disappointed by the story,
which is very good, but in Ice the character. I have been really intrigued by Ice since the first book and then
subsequently through the other books in the series. But I continued to read and more and more became clear
with him. He is a much more complex character than I gave him credit I have to admit that I was getting very
disappointed in this book when I first started to read it. He is a much more complex character than I gave him
credit for, and this story was like peeling an onion. The more layers peeled, the more I was able to discover
about him. I was really pulled to his character and what made him up the more I read and he started to become
the character that I really liked. And then it shifted and then shifted again. So many shifts, but his character
went through hell, and he definitely did not walk about the other side unscathed. And Barbie â€¦ so much more
than how she was originally portrayed. There is depth to her character that is not always clear. She is definitely
about protecting herself, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. Reading about her past really put some puzzles
together. The pieces are filled with pain, but they are also filled with a path that defined her. But she definitely
has some self-depreciation issues going on. She really became a character that I was able to empathize with.
The story as a whole is one of discovery and redemption. Ice definitely has demons that he needed to deal with
â€¦ if he ever truly can. And Barbie was definitely able to find herself and never gave up that last bit of hope.
So all in all, stellar story. The characters were great and the progression of the relationship had rocky starts
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and stops, but in the end made me smile as I read the final page. Seven years ago, he lost everything and
everybody in his life. Barbie has only known the life of the MC. When Barbie is about to be tra Ice is a broken
man. When Barbie is about to be traded, Ice steps in and rescues her. Now the two must try and make it across
country and get away from two angry MCs. The fateful couple might already be doomed with all that they are
up against, but Barbie is determined to make something good come of their trip whether Ice wants her to or
not. This is not a pretty, romantic story that is all hearts and flowers and may have emotional triggers for
some. The story was interesting and well written and was unique compared to so many MC books that are
available. The story tended to repeat the helplessness of Barbie but at the same time she was the most
optimistic character I have ever read. When I received this ARC copy from the author I was actually nervous
about starting it as I wondered if I had built it up too much in my head and if I was possibly going to be
disappointed. I honestly should have had more faith in Lena Bourne because this one blew me out of the
water. Ice is without a shadow of a doubt my favourite thus far and I have absolutely loved all the guys. Every
step of his journey with Barbie had my heart breaking.
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2: Lock That Door!: Ice (Devil's Nightmare MC) by Lena Bourne
Lena Bourne is a USA Today and Amazon Bestselling contemporary romance author. She writes about alpha bad boys
with a sensitive side and the alpha females who prove to be their match. Hot bedroom scenes and fast-paced, action
packed plots are Lena's specialty.

I was not disappointed by the story, which is very good, but in Ice the character. I have been really intrigued
by Ice since the first book and then subsequently through the other books in the series. But I continued to read
and more and more became clear with him. He is a much more complex character than I gave him credit for,
and this story was like peeling an onion. The more layers peeled, the more I was able to discover about him. I
was really pulled to his character and what made him up the more I read and he started to become the
character that I really liked. And then it shifted and then shifted again. So many shifts, but his character went
through hell, and he definitely did not walk about the other side unscathed. And Barbie â€¦ so much more than
how she was originally portrayed. There is depth to her character that is not always clear. She is definitely
about protecting herself, but that is not necessarily a bad thing. Reading about her past really put some puzzles
together. The pieces are filled with pain, but they are also filled with a path that defined her. But she definitely
has some self-depreciation issues going on. She really became a character that I was able to empathize with.
The story as a whole is one of discovery and redemption. Ice definitely has demons that he needed to deal with
â€¦ if he ever truly can. And Barbie was definitely able to find herself and never gave up that last bit of hope.
So all in all, stellar story. The characters were great and the progression of the relationship had rocky starts
and stops, but in the end made me smile as I read the final page. Her heroines are strong, sassy and
independent, and her heroes are usually rough-around-the-edges alpha bad boys.
3: Release Blitz for Ice by Lena Bourne â€“ Romancing the Dispatcher
ICE is the fifth book in the bestselling Devil's Nightmare MC series by Lena Bourne. It is a standalone story with a
guaranteed HEA ending, no cliffhanger, and no cheating! Ice.

4: Pre-Order/Release Blitz: Ice by Lena Bourne | Angela's Opinion
Looking for New Releases? Cover Reveals? The latest Book News? How about Author Giveaways and Promotions?
Want to find it all in one place? Travel with me as I journey through A Wonderful World of Words - Adventure, Fantasy,
Mystery, Romance and so much more.

5: Ice: Devil's Nightmare MC by Lena Bourne
Lena Bourne writes stories about independent and smart women who mean everything to the strong men they love. If
you're looking for deep emotions, hot bedroom scenes, and some suspense thrown in, look no further than her books.

6: NEW RELEASE! ~ Ice by Lena Bourne | Natasha's Book Nook
We are here to support Indie Authors. Labels. Blog Tour; Books we Reviewed; Cover Reveal; Featured Friday.

7: Lena Bourne (Author of Cross)
Lena Bourne is a USA Today and Amazon Bestselling contemporary romance author. She writes about alph.

8: **PRE-ORDER/RELEASE BLITZ** ICE by Lena Bourne
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9: ~New Release~ â€œIceâ€• Devilâ€™s Nightmare MC by Lena Bourne â€“ The World Was Hers For Th
Kindle Books Kindle Unlimited NEW! Prime Reading Bestsellers Kindle Daily Deal Kindle Monthly Deals Free Kindle
Reading Apps Buy A Kindle Content and devices Kindle Support.
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